At-A-Glance

Contract Reviews Made Easy
Improving in-contract workflow, to save time,
to enhance consistency, and to collaborate better.
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Why authorDOCS?
Reviewing and drafting contracts is manual, repetitive and takes up to 70% of a contract departments time.
With ever increasing pressure on teams to do more with less, improving contract efficiency, and document
consistency can be a serious cost issue. authorDOCS contract automation helps teams spend more time on
customer facing tasks, improving business performance, and reduce business risk.

Saves Time

Reduce Contract Risks

Automate Tasks

Removes upwards of 60% of
the time taken to review and
draft contracts.

Identify contract issues potentially
missed by a human.

Eliminates monotonous work,
creating a happier and more
productive legal team.

Standardize Your contracts

Improve Collaboration

Standardize the way your team
looks for and remedies contractual
issues.

Enables your team to share
standard and fallback positions
when drafting and negotiating.
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At-A-Glance

Key Features
Automate Contracts

Jump to Key Contract Issues

Pre-screens contracts for issues tailored to
your particular use case in minutes.

Quickly navigate to key legal concepts
and issues identified in your contracts.

Customizable ClauseBanks and Reviews

Definitions and Cross References

Capture, save, share and compare clauses
to standardize your contract playbook.

Quickly access clause references and
defined terms to eliminate constant scrolling.

Range of Template Reviews

Draft and Review Within MS Word

Pre-configured checks for different review
use-cases across multiple domains.

authorDOCS fits into your existing workflow
within Microsoft Word.

Why Author Platform For Your Business

Industry leading AI
Engine.

Easy Customizable
AI for Different
Use Cases

Cloud Enabled,
Ready-to-use in
Minutes

Continuously Trained
to Support New
Legal Concepts.

“authorDOCS has become an indispensable
tool for everyday contract work. It has enabled
greater consistency across our corporate
practice area.”
Tom Maasland
MinterEllisonRuddWatts

For a closer look, visit mccarthyfinch.com or request a demo
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